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Joanna Sussman’s parents were survivors of the Holocaust. Her father served as a 
witness at the Nuremburg Trials, traveling frequently from his family’s new home in 
America back to Germany in the 1960s. Joanna always had a sense that her family 
had endured something that made them different, but never knew the full story. As 
she grew older, she pieced bits of information together from the scrapbooks she 
found in her family’s bookshelves (to the left of and above tree stump). After the 
war, Germans gave her parents one photo album that held pictures of concentration 
camps, and finding these mementos led Joanna to a more sophisticated 
understanding of her family’s history of survival. In this story, the theme of 
monuments continued to arise. At the concentration camp where Joanna’s dad was 
imprisoned, a statue of a survivor was mounted along with a sign, which serves to 
honor those who perished within the camp’s gates (above Cadillac). For Joanna, 
seeing this monument on a family trip to Europe made her parents’ experience 
more concrete. Since Americans had liberated her father, both her parents 
embraced American patriotism and the idea of democracy. To continue this ideal, 
her parents took the family on a trip to Washington D.C. (Washington monument, 
upper right). Freedom of expression was valued in Joanna’s home; her parents did 
not want to gloss over reality, but rather accept all that the world had to offer. 
According to Joanna, they had no fear- they knew what real horror was, and in 
comparison, nothing they faced could be that bad. The stump (center) symbolizes 
the Jews’ near extinction after WWII, but the small green leaf that emerges 
represents their strength and rebirth.  The leaf then continues to grow into a strong 
new tree that features an image of WWII refugees arriving in Israel. A menorah 
(Chanukah candleholder) designed to look like a tree stump served as Joanna’s 
inspiration for this imagery. 

 
Laura Zelle’s family is from Greece and also one of survivors. She, as well, grew up 
knowing that something was different about her family, but she did not understand 
until she grew older. She noticed the stark contrast between her friends’ large 
extended families and her own small one, made up of only the few who survived. In 
addition, her parents’ accents, food, dress, and customs provided a constant 
reminder that Laura’s family was different. After creating a stable life in the United 
States, her mother finally fulfilled her wish of buying a pink Cadillac (lower right), 
provoking much ridicule from Laura’s friends. However, Laura was taught to always 
wear a smile, because nothing could really be that bad. It was not until she visited 
Greece with her grandmother that she learned more of her family’s history. They 
walked the streets together while her grandmother shared her memories, which she 
insisted be passed down to future generations. The Parthenon’s columns (spread 
along top) represent not only her family’s ancestry, but also the stories that 



accompany it. For instance, the man holding the string of beads (lower left) 
represent the worry beads Laura’s uncle had when the Nazis came to Greece and 
began rounding up Jews. He snuck his younger sisters back into hiding, heroically 
saving Laura’s mother. He later left Laura his beads. Behind him, the long, open 
platform (center), tells the story of Laura’s grandfather. When getting off the train, 
prisoners would stand on the platform for selection: to one line for workers, or to 
the line for execution. Laura’s grandfather was a tall, strong man, but he switched 
over to the line for the weak, old, and sick in attempt to outsmart the Nazis. This 
decision resulted in his death, and Laura still sees him in her dreams (bed with 
lightning and figure). Similarly, when she watches a Holocaust film, she hopes to 
see her grandfather’s face rather than actors’, because she feels so much of his 
story is unknown.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


